CASE STUDY - AGENDA LIFE SCIENCES
14 day turnaround time cut to 24 hours with Legalesign
eSignature & Voyager Infinity integration
Summary
• Turnaround times
slashed
• GDPR compliance
• Voyager Infinity
eSignature integration
• Email, print, sign & scan
replaced
It used to take around 14 days for job seekers to return essential

• 57.6% of documents
signed the same day

privacy policies to recruitment agency Agenda Life Sciences. By using
Legalesign's electronic signature and Voyager Infinity more than half of

• Easy to use document
tracking
• User-friendly software

the agreements are now signed within 24 hours, enabling a swifter and
slicker recruitment process.
Agenda Life Sciences are specialists in recruiting to life science
companies. Part of Agenda Resource Management Ltd, a screening service
and marketing and communications company, the whole company
employs 160 people and approximately half work within Agenda Life
Sciences.

Why is Agenda Life Sciences using eSignature?
Legalesign's software is safe and secure, giving Agenda Life Sciences
peace of mind as adhering to the latest privacy policies required by the
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) is of utmost importance to the
company.
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With offices in the UK and Europe, the agency’s potential candidates can be communicated with swiftly and securely to esign
the agreements.
Judith Fowlston (pictured above), head of Agenda Life Sciences, explains, “When somebody registers with us we have to ask
their permission to store their data and we email them a six page privacy policy to sign.
“Previously it would take around 14 days to get the agreement signed because candidates would have to read the email,
print the attachment, sign it, then scan it or post it back to us.”

What are the benefits of eSignature?
Judith explains, “Using Legalesign’s electronic signature has made our recruitment processes for the science industry a lot
slicker. We didn’t use paper before for these agreements so we haven’t made any direct savings there, but we have saved a
considerable amount of time which can be equated to a financial benefit.”
As a result of the speedier return of the signed agency’s GDPR compliant privacy policy, candidates can be sent off to meet
prospective new employers more quickly.
Agenda Life Sciences has used Legalesign, a feature on their Voyager Infinity recruitment software, for nine months during
which time it issued 437 agreements, an average of 50 per month. During this time 57.6% of agreements were signed
within one day and only 1% of documents were rejected.

How it works. Legalesign & Voyager Infinity.
Judith added, “Legalesign is very simple to use, nobody has experienced difficulty using it. It is linked with the Voyager
system so the signed agreements go directly on the candidates file there, eliminating the former process of cutting and
pasting. It’s very important for us to be compliant with GDPR which is our main use of Legalesign’s electronic signature.
“The tracking system is very easy to follow too and with just a click of a button you can resend the form if it hasn’t been
signed. Legalesign is user-friendly and time saving and I certainly recommend it.”
For more information contact:
Legalesign eSignature

Agenda Life Sciences

Voyager Infinity

Tel: 01223 628 950

Tel: 08456 445545

Tel: 0800 008 6262

Email: contact@legalesign.com

Email: jobs@agendalifesciences.co.uk

Email: sales@voyagersoftware.com

Try the free trial at https://legalesign.com/

https://www.agendalifesciences.com/

https://www.voyagersoftware.com/
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